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Arguments and positions[ edit ] The last 50 years has seen an increase in academic philosophical arguments
critical of the positions of atheism arguing that they are philosophically unsound. According to Flew, the norm
for academic philosophy and public dialogue was at that time for atheists and theists to both share their
respective "burdens of proof" for their positions. What I want to examine is the contention that the debate
about the existence of God should properly begin from the presumption of atheism, that the onus of proof
must lie upon the theist. Given this fact, atheism makes a much stronger claim than theism does. In my view,
neither the stronger nor the weaker claim has been convincingly established". First, he shows that there is no
objection to belief in God unless the belief is shown to be false. Second, he argues that belief in God could be
rationally warranted if it is a properly basic or foundational belief through an innate human "sense of the
divine". McInerny argues that the extent of this natural order is so pervasive as to be almost innate, providing
a prima facie argument against atheism. For atheism to be a view, Craig adds: For the assertion that "There is
no God" is just as much a claim to knowledge as is the assertion that "There is a God. Other arguments[ edit ]
William Lane Craig listed some of the more prominent arguments forwarded by proponents of atheism along
with his objections: Craig argues that the problem with this argument is that there is no reason to believe that
any more evidence than what is already available would increase the number of people believing in God. The
latter can be dealt with in a diverse manner. Concerning the "intellectual" argument, it is often cast as an
incompatibility between statements such as "an omnipotent, omnibenevolent God exists" and "the quantity and
kinds of suffering in the world exist". Craig argues that no one has shown that both statements are logically
incompatible or improbable with respect to each other. Craig argues that it is not clear that the suffering that
appears to be gratuitous actually is gratuitous for various reasons, one of which is similar to an objection to
utilitarian ethical theory, that it is quite simply impossible for us to estimate which action will ultimately lead
to the greatest amount of happiness or pleasure in the world. Mawson makes a case against atheism by citing
some lines of evidence and reasoning such as the high level of fine-tuning whereby the life of morally sentient
and significantly free creatures like humans has implications. On the maximal multiverse hypothesis, he
argues that in appealing to infinite universes one is in essence explaining too much and that it even opens up
the possibility that certain features of the universe still would require explanation beyond the hypothesis itself.
He also argues from induction for fine tuning in that if one supposed that infinite universes existed there
should be infinite ways in which observations can be wrong on only one way in which observations can be
right at any point in time, for instance, that the color of gems stay the same every time we see them. In other
words, if infinite universes existed, then there should be infinite changes to our observations of the universe
and in essence be unpredictable in infinite ways, yet this is not what occurs. He concludes that correlation does
not necessarily indicate causation in either case. The taking away of God, though but even in thought,
dissolves all". He proposes that the " moral zeitgeist " helps describe how moral imperatives and values
naturalistically evolve over time from biological and cultural origins. Miller notes that such a conception of
evolution and morality is a misunderstanding of sociobiology and at worst it is an attempt to abolish any
meaningful system of morality since though evolution would have provided the biological drives and desires
we have, it does not tell us what is good or right or wrong or moral. Secular religion and nontheistic religions
Another criticism of atheism is that it is a faith in itself as a belief in its own right, with a certainty about the
falseness of religious beliefs that is comparable to the certainty about the unknown that is practiced by
religions. It replaces revelation by reason and God with humanity". To which Asad points out: The catechism
is careful to acknowledge that atheism may be motivated by virtuous or moral considerations and admonishes
Catholics to focus on their own role in encouraging atheism by their religious or moral shortcomings: To the
extent that they are careless about their instruction in the faith, or present its teaching falsely, or even fail in
their religious, moral, or social life, they must be said to conceal rather than to reveal the true nature of God
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and of religion. The Bible has criticized atheism by stating: They are corrupt, they have done abominable
works, there is none that does good" Psalm In his essay On Atheism, Francis Bacon criticized the dispositions
towards atheism as being "contrary to wisdom and moral gravity" and being associated with fearing
government or public affairs. Burke wrote of a "literary cabal" who had "some years ago formed something
like a regular plan for the destruction of the Christian religion. This object they pursued with a degree of zeal
which hitherto had been discovered only in the propagators of some system of piety These atheistical fathers
have a bigotry of their own; and they have learnt to talk against monks with the spirit of a monk". In turn,
wrote Burke, a spirit of atheistic fanaticism had emerged in France. In England we are so convinced of this [
But if, in the moment of riot, and in a drunken delirium from the hot spirit drawn out of the alembic of hell,
which in France is now so furiously boiling, we should uncover our nakedness, by throwing off that Christian
religion which has hitherto been our boast and comfort, and one great source of civilization amongst us, and
among many other nations, we are apprehensive being well aware that the mind will not endure a void that
some uncouth, pernicious, and degrading superstition might take place of it. Persecution of Christians in the
Soviet Union and Religious views of Adolf Hitler The historian Geoffrey Blainey wrote that during the 20th
century atheists in Western societies became more active and even militant, expressing their arguments with
clarity and skill. Like modern Christians, they reject the idea of an interventionist God and they argue that
Christianity promotes war and violence. However, Blainey notes that anyone, not just Christians, can promote
violence, writing "that the most ruthless leaders in the Second World War were atheists and secularists who
were intensely hostile to both Judaism and Christianity. Later massive atrocities were committed in the East
by those ardent atheists, Pol Pot and Mao Zedong. All religions, all ideologies, all civilizations display
embarrassing blots on their pages". That does not, however, show that the atrocities committed by these
totalitarian dictatorships were all the result of atheist beliefs, carried out in the name of atheism, or caused
primarily by the atheistic aspects of the relevant forms of communism". However, they do admit that some
forms of persecutions such as those done on churches and religious people were partially related to atheism,
but insist it was mostly based on economics and political reasons. The obvious fact is that some Christians do
evil in the name of Christianity and some atheists do evil in the name of atheism". The promotion of an
antireligious society therefore constitutes an important development in Soviet Russia and in the social history
of atheism globally". This lesson concerns what can happen when atheism becomes too militant and
Enlightenment ideals too optimistic". The Bolsheviks pursued "militant atheism". Thousands of churches were
closed, some turned into temples of atheism. In , the government founded the League of Militant Atheists to
intensify the persecution. He issued three papal encyclicals challenging the new creeds: We raised a solemn
protest against the persecutions unleashed in Russia, in Mexico and now in Spain. Insisting on the dialectical
aspect of their materialism, the Communists claim that the conflict which carries the world towards its final
synthesis can be accelerated by man. Hence they endeavor to sharpen the antagonisms which arise between the
various classes of society. Thus the class struggle with its consequent violent hate and destruction takes on the
aspects of a crusade for the progress of humanity. On the other hand, all other forces whatever, as long as they
resist such systematic violence, must be annihilated as hostile to the human race. Evans wrote that the Nazis
encouraged atheism and deism over Christianity and encouraged party functionaries to abandon their religion.
All efforts to remove from under morality and the moral order the granite foundation of faith and to substitute
for it the shifting sands of human regulations, sooner or later lead these individuals or societies to moral
degradation. The fool who has said in his heart "there is no God" goes straight to moral corruption Psalms xiii.
No defense of Christianity could be more effective than the present straits. From the immense vortex of error
and anti-Christian movements there has come forth a crop of such poignant disasters as to constitute a
condemnation surpassing in its conclusiveness any merely theoretical refutation".
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We could evaluate this development of the ratio [reason] in the science as a positive development, but is it also
positive in the world of religion? What relationship, is, or at least, should be between faith and ratio? Are the
faith and ratio marionettes in the hands of the Church and science? If we take into account discourses between
minimalist and maximalists, we can see profound gap. Answer on these and similar questions should be found
in conclusion of this research. This topic should include broader research than requirements of this paper
allows. It will be useful to think about relations between epistemology and revelation; truth and truthfulness;
religion and theology; theology and science; etc. But for our study will be important to put the basis for some
broader discussions. On the one hand, we are interested, does historical criticism legitimately imposed as a
tool to the biblical interpretation; which criterions should be leading principles in the biblical criticism; and
should the biblical criticism be methodology or ideology. On the other hand, we will consider biblical
concepts of faith and suspicion, how we would see relation of beliefs and questioning. Answers on these
questions will help us to answer on the main question, is critical study of theology compatible with
confessional loyalty? The paper will be divided in two chapters. In the last part, we will take into account all
the answers we get before, and try to give the answer on the main question. Therefore, we will on the very
beginning try to define the criticism in theological studies. This understanding should help us to put further
arguments on the solid basis. When we mention criticism related to the theology, it is clear that we are talking
about biblical criticism. What the biblical criticism is? But first, let to see what the very word criticism means.
Definition of Criticism The word criticism comes from the Greek verb krinein which means to judge, to
separate, to distinguish. Criticising therefore means, judging of the merits of a thing; examining the
excellences and faults; investigation concerning the source: The basis for the modern criticism was set up
during the Renaissance and Reformation with recovery of knowledge of Greek, reprints of ancient sources,
development of universities, critical review of the Church given by some clergymen, later scholars, etc. One of
the first critical reviews on the Bible was written by Richard Simon , priest who published critical histories of
the Old Testament , , , the New Testament and some other commentaries, observations in subsequent years.
First two same as Johann August Ernesti later, suggested that the Bible should be read like any other book,
what would seeks more effort investigating the historical circumstances and original language, while Bayle
according to Raymond Vancourt, had fideistic stands with understanding of the Scripture with no more 4 J.
Doubleday, , Imprimerie Georges Bridel, , George Routledge and Sons, , From the respect to these great
philosophers we could answer, not yet. Looking on the theological studies today, David H. Although there is
no ideological unity in theology today, we can speak about developed and almost united methodological
biblical criticism. Organized Biblical Criticism From 18th Century Johann Salomo Semler raised the question
of the authority and canonicity of the biblical books ; Johann David Michaelis was concerned about authorship
of the NT books 4th ed. Eichhorn put into research the questions of authorship, date, piece of writing and
recipients. Gordon Wenham writes about six main branches of biblical criticism: Conscience and Criticism on
the Eve of the Enlightenment [Cranbury: It is clear that we are speaking about the argumentation about
historicity of and in the Bible. Baird explains that the original purpose of historical criticism is achieving a
historical understanding of the NT,16 and we can also add the OT. Why is that so? What criterion should be
leading in historical-critical interpretation? Reading some dialogues between historical critics and
archaeologists we can find many disagreements. We are returning to the key question: Inter-Varsity Press, ,
Cambridge University Press, , 9. His theory implies three epochs: It is meaningful for historical cognition, but
in this period, the cognition is still unborn p. Historical cognition raise in the second period, but to be fulfilled
it ought to take place in the third period. Further, the science of history occurs in the second period, and
historiography could be occurred in the same period p. We could agree that truth is also noumenon, totally
independent about interpretation. In that sense philosophy of history is a great help in our research. Not blind
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respect accepting it without testing, but including that there might be something what is not under our control
and power. Conclusion Defining criticism we concluded that it can be positive in the sense of approach or
methodology and negative if starts to be a marionette in the hands of some ideology. Reviewing history of the
biblical criticism we understood that historical criticism has a main role in the criticism. The Bible is also and
historical document, so historical criticism has legitimacy to participate in the biblical interpretation. If so,
criticism at least would not only be surplus, but unnecessary. So the concept of the faith in the OT implies
confidence, assurance and guarantee. Paul in Romans 1: This possibility of the choice is maybe the best
visible in the case when Israelites wanted to have a king 1. Baker, , Bible Works, v. Brill, , For more see J.
Lange 11 will, He said to Samuel: In this respect God wanted to gave them broadly picture about having a
king. Which implies intelectual work, investigation, seeing a good and bad sides of the story. Is there visible a
desire to the truth? King or judge should be aware of the truth and lie. Being aware of that, he should make a
wise judge. Faith in the Bible is not blind faith that God has done something sometimes, without necessity for
the proofs. God alone is the scientist or academic because He looks both sides of some case and suggest the
best solution. But what is with suspicion in the Bible. Suspicion in the Bible and F. Fay, The Epistle of Paul to
the Romans; transl. It implies evaluating proofs for one or another side, and if the judge is moral and oriented
to the truth, the judgment will be also true. This verb is a compatible with the concept of faith which needs
proofs and evaluations. This is also visible in Romans 4: Opposite, the same as Job said Job Jovan Ilijev
discerns three kinds of suspicion related to faith: Intellectual, moral and self-suspicion. Intellectual suspicion
suspicion about accuracy of facts and credibility of proofs is many times denied, and firmly convinced atheists
became believers Ilijev mentions three examples: Albert Einstein, William Albright and C. We could agree
with Ilijev that both of these suspicions could be positive approach to find the answer. With emergence of
rationalism, and suspicion as a scientific principle, priests and scientists started to study Bible from that
starting point. But we were more focused on the criticism as a methodology, because only that it can come
closer to be objective. Caligraph, , This conclusion is compatible with the biblical concept of the faith,
because faith is not only a hope in the future or past without proofs, but the hope in the future based on
proofs36 from the past. Both have two components: That unfair action, originate bitterness which resulted
with distrust. This distrust of the Enlightenment excluded God putting the secrets of the life, universe, history,
truth and God under the limited power of the human mind. In that picture we can see two extreme sides, but
both incorrect. We ought to know when to doubt, when to feel safe, and when to yield. But more, personal
proofs, raised from the relation with God. The Cambridge Companion to Biblical Interpretation. Cambridge
University Press, 5th edn, History, Criticism and Faith. Dictionary of New Testament Theology, I. The
Anchor Bible Dictionary. Friberg Timothy et al. Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New Testament. George
Routledge and Sons, The Uses of Scripture in Recent Theology. Koehler, Ludwig and Walter Baumgartner.
Brill, 3rd edn,
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In his Church Dogmatics, Barth embraced orthodox theology. He affirmed all the essentials of classical
Christianity and gave them an explanation and defense superior to anything known before in the history of
theology. Yet his epistemology still suffered from the positivistic assumption that fact and value could be split
into two entirely separate components. The action of God in history is not capable of being verified; only in
the moment of faith do we know that these historical events occurred, and only in faith do we know what
interpretation a subjective value ought to be given to these events an objective fact. So the decisive component
of revelation is not a historical event, but the Word of revelation. Clark, , I: This means revelation is not a part
of the ordinary sphere of history as we naturally know it. Revelation is not available to us through human
effort or human reason. God is known only because he makes himself known. This is why Barth says that
revelation is not a concern of critical history. Historical criticism can make judgments about what is factual or
mythical in Scripture. Barth frankly says the Bible is full of errors of fact. While the Bible can be assessed
according to the principles of historical criticism, the Word of God in the Bible cannot be critically evaluated.
For God speaks through these fallible Scriptures and lets himself be known. And so in faith Barth affirms all
the major doctrines of traditional Christianity, such as the virgin birth of Jesus Christ, his incarnation, and
resurrection. The historical critical method is important for those who have an academic interest in the history
of the Bible. Otherwise, critical history and faith are totally divorced. Wolfhart Pannenberg, Revelation as
History, trans. David Granskou and Edward Quinn London: Sheed and Ward, , Gnosticism assumed that only
the privileged few could achieve a secret and private revelation of God and that it was not open to historical
observation or proof. Philosophical and Theological, trans. SCM, , This is indeed what Bultmann did. In this
way, one can effectively use the terms and ideas of the existentialist philosophy of Martin Heidegger to
reformulate Christian belief, and the traditional doctrines about other worlds and supernatural events can be
dropped altogether! For Barth, the divorce between faith and history was only epistemological. For Bultmann,
it was actual and real ontological. The truth of Christian faith was reduced to psychological insight about the
possibilities of personal existence. This made historical events as well as historical criticism irrelevant to faith.
Hans Werner Bartsch New York: Harper and Row , But a question must be addressed to Bultmann and the
existentialists in general. Is it really possible to talk about the meaning of personal existence in isolation from
the history of revelation? McGraw-Hill, , Here alone, in his encounter with God, does mankind become great
and interesting, breaking through the enigma of his humanity to discover all the inherent potentialities of his
self-conscious existence. He becomes, in the final analysis, a man taken over by God, one who must surrender
to God all his rights over his own history and who by the very fact of so doing is led to new and unsuspected
horizons of freedom. Psychoanalysts have been especially interested in the origin of the idea of the personal.
Erich Fromm is representative of those who seek to explain the origin and development of personhood. The
development of the human race as far as we have any knowledge of it can be characterized as the emergence
of man from nature. He finds his security by going back, or holding on to these primary bonds. He still feels
identified with the world of animals and trees, and tries to find unity by remaining one with the natural world.
Harper and Row, , Fromm frankly acknowledges that belief in God was a necessary stage in human
development. This does not mean, of course, that no degree of personal awareness was to be found among the
ancient people. Of course they possessed a sense of individuality, but it was marked by fear and a desire to be
joined to mother nature through mythical rituals. This point is conceded by the Marxist Czech philosopher
Vitezslav Gardavasky, who says: Penquin, , The modern understanding of person thus focuses on the rational
component of self-awareness and individual freedom to stand outside the relativities of nature. Human beings
are not bound to their natural environment through their instinctual makeup as animals are. We are able to
exercise a measure of control over our environment through our capacity for rationality. The concept of
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personhood came to an explicit stage of development for the first time during the early Christian centuries
when theology was attempting to explain the relationship between God and Jesus. The concept of personality
is not, of course, confined to Christianity or even to the Judeaeo-Christian revelation, but it is very significant
that it was only when it centered into theology, through the controversies in the early church about the nature
of God, that its full content and implications became manifest. The idea of personality was present in Greek
thought only in embryo, and to this day it is practically absent from Hinduism and Buddhism. Press, ,
Bultmann and the secular psychoanalytic tradition in general represent a departure from the father of the
existentialist movement himself, Kierkegaard, who has plainly shown that the meaning and discovery of
personal existence is impossible without having first been known and loved by a transcendent God whose
essence is other than the world. Pannenberg argues that a critical-historical study of the Bible requires us to
believe that God is a personal, self-conscious, and intelligent being whose power to make himself known and
to be seen is his power to act. This means that theological knowledge is historical knowledge, and historical
knowledge is derived through the historical-critical method. Because God is a real individual who is free to
act, Pannenberg makes historical events the primary feature of revelation. So the Word of God is not a
superimposed interpretation on the facts of biblical history; rather, the function of the Word is to report what
God has really done in history. The knowledge rational insight that faith presupposes is a knowledge of history
that is intelligible to the human mind. Pannenberg develops a theology of reason integrated with faith, which
proposes that God has made himself known within the context of our ordinary processes of thought. This
means a knowledge of revelation is a knowledge of history, of what factually has happened in the space-time
spectrum. What cannot be known in the Bible by means of the historical-critical method cannot be true for
Christian faith. And of course, the key historical event that the historical-critical method properly understood
has demonstrated with the highest degree of probability is the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. God and Man,
trans. Wilkins and Duane A. Westminster, , This would turn faith into superstition. The task of the theologian
is to assess critically the truth of Christian faith. Pannenberg rejects this dualism and insists that God works in
the ordinary world of observable history. It is based on the futile aim of the positivist historians to ascertain
bare facts without meaning in history. Pannenberg insists on the original unity of fact and meaning, event and
interpretation. Every event imposes its own meaning to each inquirer. Westminster, , 1: This is a realist theory
of perceptionâ€”that there is a reality antecedent to the mind and that the mind can know it really and truly.
Even the skeptic David Hume admitted that the practical demands of our human nature require us to act as if
we do in fact know things as they really are. Bobbs-Merrill, , This is an assumption that cannot be proved, of
course, as it is with the case of all assumptions. This positivistic assumption implies that there is no reality
beyond our own five senses except for the mere inferences values we wish to make about these facts. These
inferences allegedly are private and have no universal or normative authority beyond the person who holds
them. According to those theologians as Bultmann who hold to a Kantian dichotomy of fact and interpretation,
history is the realm of finitude only. And finitude is supposedly governed by the impersonal, mechanistic law
of cause and effect. History thus eliminates the realm of freedom and transcendence altogether. At best, God is
an unprovable and thus an impersonal and abstract value. This modern split between the personal and the
historical, between value and fact, between the subjective and the objective, between interpretation and event
is the false presupposition that is destructive to Christian faith rather than the historical critical method being
the danger. It would not be accurate in the strict sense of the word to say that Pannenberg is trying to prove
faith. Faith, in this respect, includes notitia, assensus, and fiducia knowledge, agreement, and trust.
Pannenberg further points out the relationship of faith and knowledge when he writes: But faith does not take
the place of knowledge. Thus, faith has its sole condition in the work of God and is not the accomplishment of
man, though at the same time Pannenberg contends that the knowledge that faith presupposes must be open to
critical historical research. Therefore, it is trust in Jesus that creates fellowship with God and not theoretical
knowledge. He who believes in Jesus has salvation in Jesus whom he trusts, without regard to the question
how it stands with historical and theological knowledge of Jesus. The presupposition is, of course, that
fellowship with Jesus really mediates and assures salvation. The research and knowledge of theology, or at
least of the theoretical disciplines of theology, deal with the truth of this presupposition of faith. Such
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knowledge is thus not a condition for participating in salvation, but rather it assures faith about its basis. It
thereby enables faith to resist the gnawing doubt that it has no basis beyond itself and that it merely satisfies a
subjective need through fictions, and thus is only accomplishing self-redemption through self-deception. This
only suppresses critical rationality and compels one to believe. Until the Enlightenment, the Bible had been
more or less identified as the authoritarian Word of God because it was supernaturally inspired. In
Neoorthodoxy Barth , the Word of God was no longer identified with the Bible, but with divine encounter.
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Wesley Edwards Understanding Reason and Faith The debate between faith and reason is in many ways the
decisive battleground in the debate between theism and atheism. This is because most defenses of theism
appeal to the inadequacy of reason. Some theists argue that one can believe in God using both faith and
reason. Once again, we should define our terms. This claim to certainty is held in the absence of adequate
evidence, or in direct contradiction to the evidence. Evidence is considered relevant only in so far as it
supports the proposition; and irrelevant or inadequate to the extent that it does not support the proposition. For
example, one can be virtually certain that the sun will come up tomorrow, and this comes from evidence
analogous to a repeatable experiment: Of course, it is not certain; an unanticipated event like the sun
exploding could force us to revisit our expectations. The theist, however, is absolutely certain that God exists,
absolutely certain that no future evidence will appear that would change his or her mind. When multiple,
independent tests corroborate a theory, it can, just from a statistical standpoint, become virtually certain.
Neither one is certain, but one is far closer to being certain than the other. Of course, this infinite regress of
cause and effect cannot go on forever. Concepts do not exist in a vacuum. With one class of exceptions,
concepts derive their meaning from some immediately ancestral set of concepts and can retain their meaning
only within that context. You knowâ€”and this is critically importantâ€”when there is no way to deny them, or
even to question them, without presupposing that they are, in fact, true. To deny them or to even question
whether they are true is to literally utter a contradiction. The point here is that without the assumed truth of
logic, language itself becomes impossible. So the contradiction is this: For my original statement to have any
meaning at all, logic has to be true, but the content of my original statement questions that truth: The same can
be shown for the concepts of existence, consciousness, and the reliability of our senses. Again, there is no way
to talk about any of these things being possibly untrue without first requiring them implicitly to be necessarily
true. What criteria should we apply to separate claims that correspond better with reality from others that do
not? To use an earlier example, how do we decide that the Leprechaun theory should not be taken just as
seriously as the Germ Theory of Disease? The answer is that we know by applying the standard of reason. If
faith were a viable alternative to reason, then what are its rules? How do we know when to apply it? How do
we know when someone has misapplied it? How can we tell the difference between the effects of faith and the
effects of inadvertent, though well-meaning, self-delusion? Indeed, how can we test its validity? A member of
Christian sect X believes that all other sects are damned, and she says that she knows this through faith. The
person she is talking to is a member of sect Y that believes only sect Y is the one true faith, and that all others
are damned, including members of sect Xâ€”and, of course, she knows this through faith. Clearly they both
cannot be right. The member of sect Y asks the member of sect X how she knows that she is not really just
hearing the deceitful voice of Satan leading her down a false path. There is no independently validated method
to resolve this. If reason is not the standard, then there literally is no standard, and people who abandon it have
simply written themselves a blank check to believe whatever they choose. Robinson once put it: The Case
Against God Amherst: Prometheus Books, , gives an excellent introduction to this critical subject. I draw from
Smith both here and below, in my discussion of axiomatic concepts, and Smith is drawing from the Objectivist
epistemology of Ayn Rand. The Case Against Creationism Cambridge: The MIT Press, , from which I am
drawing these points, gives an outstanding introduction to the methodology of science.
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Biblical criticism Biblical criticism, in particular higher criticism, covers a variety of methods used since the
Enlightenment in the early 18th century as scholars began to apply to biblical documents the same methods
and perspectives which had already been applied to other literary and philosophical texts. It uses general
historical principles, and is based primarily on reason rather than revelation or faith. There are four primary
types of biblical criticism: Textual criticism Within the abundance of biblical manuscripts exist a number of
textual variants. The vast majority of these textual variants are the inconsequential misspelling of words, word
order variations [10] and the mistranscription of abbreviations. Ehrman have proposed that some of these
textual variants and interpolations were theologically motivated. Wallace , Craig Blomberg , and Thomas
Howe. In modern translations of the Bible, the results of textual criticism have led to certain verses being left
out or marked as not original. These possible later additions include the following: Verses in which any one of
the seven editions differs by a single word are not counted. This result is quite amazing, demonstrating a far
greater agreement among the Greek texts of the New Testament during the past century than textual scholars
would have suspectedâ€¦ In the Gospels , Acts , and Revelation the agreement is less, while in the letters it is
much greater. That is, whether the Masoretic text which forms the basis of the Protestant Old Testament , or
other translations such as the Septuagint , Syriac Peshitta , and Samaritan Pentateuch are more accurate. The
Bible and History and Internal consistency and the Bible Inconsistencies have been pointed out by critics and
skeptics, [17] presenting as difficulties the different numbers and names for the same feature and different
sequences for what is supposed to be the same event. Responses to these criticisms include the modern
documentary hypothesis , two-source hypothesis in various guises , and assertions that the Pastoral Epistles
are pseudonymous. Contrasting with these critical stances are positions supported by traditionalists,
considering the texts to be consistent, with the Torah written by a single source, [18] [19] but the Gospels by
four independent witnesses, [20] and all of the Pauline Epistles, except possibly the Hebrews , as having been
written by Paul the Apostle. While consideration of the context is necessary when studying the Bible, some
find the accounts of the Resurrection of Jesus within the four Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John,
difficult to reconcile. Sanders concludes that the inconsistencies make the possibility of a deliberate fraud
unlikely: Instead, there seems to have been a competition: VIII Those who believe in the inspiration of
scripture teach that it is infallible or inerrant , that is, free from error in the truths it expresses by its character
as the word of God. Infallibility refers to the original texts of the Bible, and all mainstream scholars
acknowledge the potential for human error in transmission and translation; yet, through use textual criticism
modern critical copies are considered to "faithfully represent the original", [23]: X and our understanding of
the original language sufficiently well for accurate translation. The opposing view is that there is too much
corruption, or translation too difficult, to agree with modern texts. Unfulfilled Christian religious predictions
God reveals himself to Abraham in scripture and he is seen here with three angels. By Giovanni Battista
Tiepolo. Hundreds of years before the time of Jesus, Jewish prophets promised that a messiah would come.
Judaism claims that Jesus did not fulfill these prophecies. Other skeptics usually claim that the prophecies are
either vague or unfulfilled, [27] or that the Old Testament writings influenced the composition of New
Testament narratives. He did not deliver the covenant people from their Gentile enemies, reassemble those
scattered in the Diaspora, restore the Davidic kingdom, or establish universal peace cf. In addition, he
questioned a number of Christian practices, such as Sunday Sabbath. Chizzuk Emunah was praised as a
masterpiece by Voltaire. He wrote that Jesus was foretold, and that the prophecies came from a succession of
people over a span of four thousand years. He says that even the timing of the Messiah in years and in relation
to events is predicted, and that the Jewish Talmud not accepting Jesus as the Messiah, see also Rejection of
Jesus laments that the Messiah had not appeared despite the scepter being taken away from Judah. Can
anything good come from there? Almah , Virgin birth of Jesus , and Isaiah 7: According to Jewish tradition,
the Messiah must be a descendant of David, but if Jesus was born of a virgin, he cannot be a descendant of
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